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COLLAGE ARTIST SHAZAMURAI AKA “B.A.”
RELEASES “METAPHYSICAL” WORK AS NFT
Shazamurai aka “B.A.” partners with Red Giant Rights Group to release 10 pieces
of art as NFTs.
(July 8, 2021) - Collage artist, Shazamurai aka “B.A.”, will be the latest artist partnering with Red
Giant Rights Group to release one-of-a-kind NFTs. Known for his “metaphyscical” and “spiritual”
art, Shazamurai aka “B.A.” will be releasing 10 digital pieces of his work through Red Giant’s
Mintable store every day for 10 days starting today, July 9th, 2021. Access to Shazamurai aka
“B.A.’s” NFTs is available HERE.
Each NFT will be available for 3 day auctions with a starting price of $1,000. His NFTs will feature
original collages, including pieces titled, “Psychobilly Heart,” “Synchronistic Visions,” “Lucky Spin
Enlightenment,” “Six String Poet Freak,” and “Ubervault Recharge.”
Describing his work as “meta-physical improvisation co-creation,” the Dallas, TX-based artist
became inspired by the teachings of eastern philosophy while simultaneously developing his
interest for art and creation at the age of 27. Since then, Shazamurai aka “B.A.”, describes his
work as a way to dissolve his ego and let his art flow, combining unexpected images to create
something beyond himself. Some of Shazamurai aka “B.A.’s” previous works include “Desert
Chakra Explosion'' and “Psychedelic Dali,” with the artist’s favorite piece titled, “Gonzo Fuel,” a
collage based around American Journalist Hunter S. Thompson.
About Red Giant Rights Group, LLC: Red Giant Rights Group, LLC, assists legacy artists with
copyright protection by applying the intricacies of the US Copyright Act to their advantage, or to
the advantage of their surviving family members. In addition to representing artists in contract
negotiations with record labels, publishers, and production companies, Red Giant also provides
services ranging from Royalty Hunting, Synchronizations and Licensing, Digital Distribution, Music
Publishing, Podcasting, Merchandising, Life Stories, Catalog Acquisition, and most recently NFTs.

